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INTRODUCTION 

Imagine going back just 15 years, when there was no Facebook, Twitter, selfies, contactless payment cards, iphones or 

tablets and trying to explain to your former self how your life would be today. Would you believe you? It’s very likely 

that your other self would think you were exaggerating or making it up. Now let’s go forwards 33 years to 2050. Change 

is already fast but artificial intelligence is already accelerating its acceleration! Going beyond 2050 would quickly take us 

into the realms of science fiction, since none of us can really predict what will be invented when we have our brains 

linked to computers with IQs in the 1000s. Most of the technologies that we can imagine now that are allowed by 

physics will be at least beginning by 2050, so let’s stay with that as our credibility horizon. 

 

HOME LIFE 

By 2050, AI will be smarter than humans, so it will be able to organise just about everything on your behalf and advise 

on all sorts of things to make your life more enjoyable. It will recognise how you are feeling via thought and emotion 

recognition, and will of course know what is going on nearby that might be suitable activity for you. Then it can easily 

organise transport and entry, and coordinate with any of your friends that might also be interested. AI will be the best 

personal assistant imaginable. 

Regardless of where you live or how many people share the same home, you’ll be able to have every room appear just 

how you like it. Augmented reality, using active contact lenses to make high-resolution 3D images directly on your 

retinas, will overlay whatever décor you like onto any object or area. If you feel the desire, you could look out of your 

Hull windows onto a tropical beach, with the internal décor a similarly tropical feel. Two people in the same room might 

see totally different things. You won’t need a big TV screen, paintings or windows, because these can be instantly 

created in augmented reality too, but if you want a window you can open, you’ll still need a physical one. 

Robots around the home will do most of the home chores, but self-cleaning technology is likely to feature on many 

surfaces anyway, so bathroom and kitchen surfaces will stay sterile. Dust and pollen filtration will also be standard in 

most homes so very little cleaning will be needed. 

Hydroponics is likely to be popular in 2050, providing fresh herbs in the kitchen, but these herbs might be genetically 

modified to provide customised nutrition for you personally according to your needs. With so much sterility routine, a 

new industry will provide custom bacterial cultures to ensure your body’s immune system is stimulated correctly 

according to the latest fashion, so you might even have a box of custom dirt, with a tiny pinch sprinkled on your food 

once a week. Clean, personalised dirt! 

Adapting furnishings will be common too. Seat cushions will include electronically controlled fibres that act rather like 

muscles, creating variable firmness and texture, and will adapt to your personal comfort settings before your bottom 

even lands on them. Since robots do most of the clearing up, fetching and carrying, storage can be made more efficient 

too, and out of sight. With fewer visible cupboards, displays, windows, paintings and so on, the primary focus will be on 

soft furnishing arrangement, arranged for social interaction instead of watching a TV, with décor mostly virtual, and 

maybe a few plants to make it more homely. 

Technology will be there, it just won’t be visible. Everything will be smart, connected, controllable, but most of that 

control will be delegated to your AI, and you’ll just tell it what you want and it will sort it. You’ll totally forget about 

things like internet of things or wireless LANs, because you won’t ever have to deal with them personally. Your home 

will be like Star Trek, where you just talk, and the computers hear you. 

By 2050, it won’t be just speech interaction either. You will very likely have tiny electronic devices impregnated in some 

areas of your skin. Apart from monitoring your blood to keep you in perfect shape, these will also pick up your nerve 
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signals, recording sensations and replaying them later if you want, just like full sensory holiday snaps. You could even 

experience a friend’s or partner’s sensations if you want, so if they consent, you could become a great deal closer, 

almost becoming one. Contrary to many people’s prejudice, advanced technology will bring us closer. 

Digital Immortality will be making news in 2050, with such close mental links to the machine world that people’s minds 

are starting to extend into cyberspace. There will be a lot of debate about its social consequences. For some people, it 

will just be minor sensory, IQ or memory enhancement, holding back the effects of old age, but a few people will 

already be using such strong links that their minds are effectively part-resident in the network, effectively backed up, 

partly digitally immortal. They will also be capable of travelling mentally around the world instantly via the net, 

uploading into a local hire android instead of actually going their physically, and able to connect mentally to others with 

similar links. The debate over this technology will be very strongly polarised, with some pushing its transhuman and 

immortality potential, and other resisting because they know that it won’t be possible to compete for the same 

resources with super-humans. With 2050 as the point where full convergence of man and machine starts becoming real 

technology, the debate will already be fierce and much of the 2050s will be dominated by this battle for the future of 

humanity. 

 

WORK LIFE 

2050 is 33 years away and an average annual economic growth of 2.5% should be expected considering that in spite of 

today’s slow recovery from recession, the beneficial effects of future automation will make future years much better, 

so the economy will be more than twice as big numerically as today’s, yet everyday goods will mostly cost a lot less 

thanks to that same automation. Spending power will effectively be three times today’s, and we’ll expect and enjoy a 

far higher standard of living. 

An economy that wealthy can manage to pay a universal basic income equivalent to today’s average wage, but with 

higher spending power, so much of the current panic about automation and unemployment will have proved pointless. 

People will be able to live in comfort and dignity as a basic right of citizenship, regardless of whether they have a job or 

not. Liberated from the stress of having to work to pay bills, the jobs market will be very different. Computers will 

generally be smarter than people and robots will often be more dextrous, and this advancing technology will allow and 

even force people to concentrate more on being people, rather than acting as machines. Work will be more focused on 

human skills, human interaction, caring and emotion driven. It will be a care economy. Jobs such as care work, social 

work, teaching, sports, arts and crafts, even policing will survive and flourish because they need humans to do them as 

a fundamental requirement. 

Being based on human contact, travel will still be needed, because although remote presence is possible, it doesn’t 

deliver the emotionally rich content of being there with the client. For roles such as teaching or nursing, this will still 

mean a daily commute, but for many others, clients may be in different places each day. Workplaces will be designed 

around the kind of human contact required, mostly comfortable furnishings rather than desks.  

In this sort of world, much of the work that goes on will be voluntary, with people doing what they feel called to do, 

what they enjoy. This kind of ‘work’ will often grow from a hobby, with AI and robots helping to upskill people to make 

their products more professional quality, while still retaining their human creativity. Many arts and crafts workers will 

use their homes but many will go to local maker-spaces, evolving from today’s maker clubs, where they can work with 

others, share ideas and cross fertilise. People working from home, perhaps selling their special chutney or wedding 

cakes, will be able to benefit enormously from automated commerce and automated collection/delivery systems. 

They’ll be able to focus on the bits they like doing without having to worry about all the annoying administration that 

saps so much of the joy in running small businesses today. 
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There will still be some knowledge workers, in spite of superhuman AI, but many of these workers will likely use brain 

interfaces to AI to upskill themselves as necessary. With super-skills and super-senses, but with basic human 

foundations, emotional intuition and first-hand human experience, there will be some niches where they can still 

outplay machines, such as design of laws or public services, where their humanity puts them directly in touch with what 

is needed, but with superior enhanced skills to implement it. 

Other people might managing groups of AIs or robots to make sure that they provide what people want in the right 

ways. Some people will have these special skills that allow them to work well with machines to optimise their 

behaviours. 

The space industry will also be large by 2050, with asteroid mining, research, early Mars and Moon colonisation, space-

station building and space tourism all commonplace activities. Although most space launches will still happen from 

equatorial regions, there may be some space trips from more Northerly locations, and the UK is likely to be a key player 

in the space industry, so Hull might well have a small spaceport. 

 

SMART CITY 

Even with many jobs automated, and with much of desk work long since evaporated, many people will still travel for 

work, and everyone will still travel for social and leisure reasons. It is very likely that personal car ownership will have 

vanished, as will buses, since publicly available pods will pick people up and take them where they want to go rapidly 

and without fuss, at a fraction of what taxis cost today.  People will probably spend the £5000 or so they currently 

spend on cars on household robots instead. Pods will form a large part of smart transport systems, with some trams or 

trains on high traffic routes too. Pods are likely to be comfortably furnished boxes, many times cheaper than their 

expensive self-driving car ancestors, because smart infrastructure can both propel and navigate cheap pods that have 

no engines, batteries or even expensive sensors and AI on board. Propulsion will instead use linear induction motors 

embedded in special mats stuck to the road surface that know the required destination for each and every pod and 

route them electronically at each junction on their way. These pods can be in contact or millimetres apart, creating 15 

times more capacity than today. A few roads that suffer particularly high traffic could even carry several layers of 

lightweight pods that don’t even use wheels. They could instead be levitated magnetically by the same mats, with fun 

mechanisms for moving between layers to traverse what would otherwise be congestion zones. 

Hull may once again seize a world record with its bridge. New materials such as graphene will be very important in 

tomorrow’s world, and 2050 is around the time we’d expect the first graphene bridges to come into operation. 

Graphene is a single layer of carbon atoms arranged in a honeycomb, and is incredibly strong, many time stronger than 

steel, and as many layers can be used as needed. The new Humber Bridge could be a highly intricate graphene lace 

affair, woven by robots over a few weeks from yarns 3D printed directly from spinnerets, more like a spider web than a 

heavy engineering construction. It could be see through yet easily strong enough to hold several layers of pod traffic 

across its whole width. It might even feature plasma widows as one of the latest architectural novelties then, making 

even the gaps glow in between all the LEDs embedded in the lacework. 

With augmented reality making everything look different for everyone, people will each see personalised streets and 

architecture, with personalised mixes of pedestrians too, some seeing elves and dwarves, others their favourite celebs. 

The old town might have people from old times too, doing old time things, bringing history to life. However, not 

everything will be so conspicuous. With garishness everywhere, invisible may be the new black. The trendiest night club 

in the city could appear as just a dull doorway to anyone not deemed to be one of their clientele, but have a very 

exciting and inviting entrance for the right passers-by. Digital architecture will thus become one of the platforms for 

future marketing, capturing clients by directly appealing to their tastes and seducing them rather than annoying and 

interrupting them into attention. Augmented reality might also bring cultural substitution too, with buildings such as 

Holy Trinity Church appearing alternatively as a mosque or temple. 
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Drones and bots will feature heavily in future smart cities too. Street maintenance and rubbish collection would be 

entirely automated. So would looking after the flowers or painting the benches in Pearson Park. Drones will clean 

windows and areas off the ground, even maintaining flower baskets. Drones can clean places that are otherwise hard to 

reach so Hull 2050 will be very clean. They’ll also do much of the policing, keeping track of suspicious activity or people, 

recognising criminals and alerting those nearby. Others could act as personal tourist guides, showing visitors around 

and making sure they leave eager to return. 

High rise building will be needed for accommodation. With rapidly increasing population and a shortage of housing, 

highly automated construction of high rise flats will be the only way to satisfy demand economically. With augmented 

reality achieving any internal décor, simple architecture and finishes would work fine. Some buildings will be hundreds 

of metres tall, and a very few might be over a kilometre. Such large buildings would acts as small self-contained towns 

in their own right, with groups of floors assigned to social, eating, work, health care, entertainment and living purposes. 

Communications will be very much taken for granted. With built-in microphones and cameras in almost all 

infrastructure, computers will be effectively everywhere, listening to commands, controlling things and communicating 

responses. When people want to chat, their contact lenses will make the other person appear right in front of them as 

if they were there. Human interfaces will be full sensory, using direct links to nerves, so you’ll be able to shake hands or 

hug or kiss someone as if they were there too. Groups of friends will be constantly in touch. Using thought recognition 

to determine the target, you’ll just be able to speak to a friend and the speech will be routed automatically to their 

earpiece. There will never be any need to actually dial someone. If you don’t know their details, you’d just tell the 

computers around you to contact them, and they will certainly know. 

Excellent communications is of course an essential foundation for all the other invisible technology that you’ll take for 

granted and forget is there. Things like the augmented reality virtual overlays, virtual architecture, transport systems, 

games, robots and drone servants will all need the comms and other IT but since you don’t ever need to interact with it 

directly, people will quickly forget how the smart city around them works at all. It just will. It will work well, but only 

engineers and computers need to know how. Internet of things might be something people learn about in school, but 

they’ll never need to actually do anything to make it work. 

In fact, as Arthur C Clarke once said, sufficiently advanced technology appears as magic. Future Hull will be ultra-smart, 

ultra-advanced, but its residents won’t need to know how it works and won’t care. It will be just like Gaia, a self-

maintaining environment that automatically adjusts to requirements all the time. Never complaining, never failing, just 

there, part of normal life. Luxury will quickly become normality and people will just go about their everyday lives as 

they always have, meeting others, having fun, enjoying life. Like it was always that way. 

 

THE FURTHER FUTURE? 

There’s a good reason we looked at 2050 in this piece. The 2050s is the time period where humans will make the 

change from how we are today to effectively a new species, or a group of new species. By then, we’ll have genetic 

technology approaching maturity, where we can design organisms how we want them to be. We’ll be connecting our 

brains directly to super smart IT, giving superhuman ability. We’ll be able to share minds and sensations directly with 

other people and machines. We’ll essentially be starting to build the Matrix, at the same time as accelerating our 

outreach into space. In the decades after, we’ll create new forms of humans, start converging with machines, move off 

Earth, and quickly start to leave conventional humanity behind. With extra digits appearing on our IQs, trying to guess 

what future humans might do with such capability leads us very quickly into science fiction. There is nothing wrong with 

guessing or with science fiction, but it would be wrong to present such guesses as likely reality. All the things in this 

article are based on science and technology advances we already know about, and are realistic extrapolations of normal 

engineering progress in those fields coupled to the sorts of things people are likely to want to do with them. 2050 is far 

enough away and exciting enough, but is also the horizon as far as realistic futurology goes. 
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